Caesarea CC – 10/10/15
Mrs Di Brown
Thank you Joan for the invitation to judge here again this year, it is was a lovely show
and the hospitality was excellent. I was fortunate to have Elinor as my steward, thank
you for your company and very good handling of the exhibits and I hope you enjoyed
your day as much as I did.
A.V. Imperial Grand Premier
OLY - MacDonnell’s IMP GD PR AMAROGUE SHALYMAR (SPH f 32) FN
03/11/07. A good size girl of very good type. Attractive moderate head with rounded
contours and high cheek bones, distinctive whisker break with prominent pads. Flat
plane to forehead between the ears, slight stop at the bridge of the nose with the
remainder straight, firm chin lines up with the nose tip, bite marginally under.
Slanted eyes, large and lemon shaped with width between, ears large, wide at the base
with rounded tips and set to follow the lines of the head. Well muscled body of
medium length, medium length legs with oval paws the later with well cushioned
pads. Attractive black tortie pattern with the lightest of “suede” finishes to head body
and limbs, just a little thicker fluff to the nose only, and a long prehensile tail.
Grumbled a little but handled well. Excellently presented.
A.C. Oriental Premier
GD PC – Miller’s IMP GD CH & PR PASHTAN RHAPSODY (OSH b) FN
05/08/12. An elegant Havana female with some very good qualities. Even and well
balanced medium length wedge with very good top of head, and large open based ears
set in line. Oriental eye shape and set with good expression and mid green colour.
Straight profile and firm chin, bite untidy but basically level. Well defined neck and
along well covered but still elegant body, long slender limbs, tail needs at least an
inch to balance. Rich warm toned Havana coat that was virtually sound, just a tad
paler at the roots on the lower sides today, coat short and close lying with, typically
for a female neuter, a slightly fuller undercoat. Super to handle and excellently
presented.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Grand Champion
IMP – Miller’s GD CH JAKURTZI SPELLCASTER (SIA k) F 22/05/14. A
stylish lady. Medium length wedge with very good top of head and large flared ears
set wide. Expressive eyes of lovely brilliant blue colour. Straight profile, good chin
and level bite. Well defined neck with a body that is slightly lean but overall she is a
good weight, persistent calling perhaps? long elegant limbs and long whippy tail to
balance. Attractive blue-based caramel points with plentiful apricot mingling
particularly in the ears, off-white coat with minimal tonal shading, good for length but
rather soft and fine in texture. A friendly girl, excellently presented.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Grand Premier
IMP – Laffoley’s GD PR CATLANTIC BOUDECIA (SIA g 21) FN 05/11/07. A
well balanced girl overall with good type and style. Medium length head with good
width to top line, ears in proportion and very well set. Profile straight, chin lines up
well but bite marginally over. Oriental eye shape and set with good expression and

bright mid blue colour. Well covered body of good length with long limbs and tapered
tail to balance. Points pattern shows an even balance between tortie and tabby with
clear scarab to mask, multi bracelets and tail rings, cream mingling rather hot in tone
but shows on all points, not entirely sure she is a blue, she is quite a muddy tone in
places, which in conjunction with the hot cream is suggestive of caramel, but her paw
pads are almost the correct colour for blue and she is an older lady. Wonderful coat
texture, beautifully sleek and close some medium shading overall to tone. Super
temperament and excellently presented.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese Premier
1st GD PC w/h – Miller’s PR PASHTAN SNAGGLEPUSS (SIA b 21) MN
24/03/14. A very dear boy, I have given this chap a PC in the past but felt at the time
that that was his level bless him. Longer wedge with top of head needing more width,
ears very large and fairly wide at the base, but set rather close and with a tendency to
tilt sideways. Strong profile with good chin and level bite. Oriental eye shape and set
but colour needs more depth. Elegant and well toned body for a neuter with long
limbs, tail needs at least an inch to balance. Darker but warm toned chocolate tabby
points, very well marked with good “m” to brow, large thumb prints and darker lynx
tips to ears, multi bracelets and very well ringed tail. Coat more white than ivory in
colour with very little shading apart from some evidence of plucking in the past, with
darker patches over the lower back, length and texture good. A little shy but handled
well and was excellently presented.
British Blue Kitten
Two very nice babies – but a bit of a faux pas on my part as the second placed baby
turned out to be a male, which I didn’t notice but it would explain why he was so
much bigger.
1st & BOB – Le Monnier’s MARDENKA MARLEE (BRI a) F 03/07/15. Has
slightly better head type than her brother, perfectly round with lovely chubby cheeks
for a baby and neat small ears set well apart. Round eyes with very good expression
and a deep muddy colour that promises to be good when it has finished developing.
Short nose with firm chin and level bite, round smiley muzzle. Cobby baby body with
short legs and round paws, tail with rounded tip to balance. True British blue
colouring showing some kitten guard hairs a present but sound to roots and it was
really dense and short with a hint of crispness. Sweet tempered and friendly,
excellently presented.
2nd - Le Monnier’s MARDENKA NORRIGAN (BRI a) F 03/07/15. A well grown
kitten of good type. Round head with good cheeks, ears medium in size at the moment
and needs to grow into them but with good width between, rounded forehead and
short fairly broad nose, good chin and level bite, teething pinch squaring off his
muzzle a little today. Eyes round and open in expression with muddy toned orange
colour at present. Cobby and weighty body, short strong limbs and very large round
paws, - going to be a big person by the look of it, tail to balance. Darker blue coat
rather unsound and baby long and soft in texture. A sweet boy – my apologies for not
noticing his different bits. Excellently presented.
British Blue Neuter
PC & BOB – Robbins’ MARDENKA MORANIS (BRI a) MN 12/07/14. A nice
big lad of good British type, well developed for 15 months. Quite a strong round

head with good breadth to skull and small ears set well apart, full chubby cheeks and
well rounded muzzle, good chin and bite. Round eyes with open expression and very
deep gold colour. Short strong neck, body still a touch rangy but really weighty and
substantial, super short strong legs, tail with rounded tip a bit short for balance. Mid
blue coat marginally tipped in places but otherwise blue to roots, perhaps a touch long
but dense and with some crispness of texture. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
Black Silver Tabby Neuter Male
PC & BOB – Le Monnier’s GD CH COUNTRYSTYLE SILVER IDOL (BRI ns
22) MN 03/08/06. A super chap, excellent for type and size, and still retaining his
strength and masculinity. Strong round head with full cheeks and excellent breadth to
skull with his neat small ears set to follow the contours of the head. Short broad nose
with firm chin and level bite. Round eyes, very expressive, with gooseberry green
colour. Short strong neck, body very cobby and well muscled with broad chest,
stands really low on short strong limbs, tail medium in length to balance. Well
defined black tabby pattern showing good facial tracings, butterfly over shoulders,
three even and evenly separated spine lines with large matching oysters to sides, on a
pale minimally brindled silver ground, just a touch of tarnishing to the muzzle
evident. Coat perhaps a little long but has good density and crispness. Perfect
temperament, handled really well and was excellently presented.
Black Silver Tabby Female Neuter
PC – Larbalestier’s MARDENKA MISTLETOEANDWINE (BRI ns 22) FN
26/12/14. A big strong girl of good type. Head well rounded with good width
between medium sized ears that were nicely set. Gentle curve to forehead with fairly
short nose, chin firm and bite level, well rounded muzzle. Open expression to eyes of
hazel green. Strong weighty body albeit a touch rangy as yet, short legs and medium
length tail with rounded tip. Good clear black tabby pattern on mid silver ground,
good butterfly, spine lines and oysters, some tarnishing evident to muzzle and
forepaws. Coat a little long but is reasonably dense and has a hint of crispness to it.
Excellent temperament and presentation.
2nd – Larbalestier’s MARDENKA MISSYCHRISTMAS (BRI ns 22) FN
26/12/14. I actually preferred the head type of this lady, but she doesn’t have the size
of her sister and has a pattern anomaly, thus the 2nd placing. Quite dainty overall, even
given her age, but very good for type and balance. Round apple head with full cheeks
and small neat round tipped ears set well apart, short neat nose, firm chin and level
bite with well rounded muzzle. Round eyes with very good expression and hazel
colour. Body is compact with good weight for size, short quite dainty legs and neat
paws with medium length tail to balance. Jet black tabby pattern, she does show all
the key elements, although the butterfly finishes almost halfway down the back rather
than at the base of the shoulders, however there is a wide break of silver ground
across the back before the spine lines begin which is not correct. Coat length okay but
rather soft in texture and could be denser. Sweet tempered and easy to handle.
Ticked Tabby Neuter
PC & BOB – Woolfenden’s PORTEOUS RING THE BELL (BRI a 25) FN
09/04/09. A huge lady neuter, very cobby and substantial overall. Strong head for a
female, round and broad in the skull, ears medium in size and set well, good full

cheeks, just marginally square in the muzzle, very short nose and firm chin with bite a
touch under. Excellent expression to eyes of deep gold. Big strong body, very cobby
and weighty, short strong boned legs and large round paws, tail to balance. Mid blue
ticking showing two clear bands with bluish fawn ground about a third the way up the
hair shaft, narrow banding to limbs, one or two necklaces to chest and narrow rings
to tail. Coat a touch long a soft in texture but very dense. Handled well and was
excellently presented.
Havana Neuter
BOB - Miller’s IMP GD CH & PR PASHTAN RHAPSODY (OSH b) FN
05/08/12
Tabby Point Siamese Adult
BOB – Miller’s IMP GD CH MAFDET QUICKSILVER (SIA n 21) M 15/09/13.
A very stylish male, but seemed a touch out of sorts today. Longer typy head with
very good top line and very large flared ears set wide. Oriental eye shape, setting
rather deep and it tends to make his eyes look a little small, with colour difficult to
assess, but they appeared to need more depth. Strong profile and good chin with level,
albeit untidy, bite. Well defined neck-line with long body that needed more coverage
over rather prominent spine today, but otherwise he has good weight for size, long
slender limbs, good tail. Dark seal tabby points with slightly blurred scarab, paler
bracelets and good tail rings. Pale beige body colour with a fair amount of tonal
shading but still has a reasonable amount of contrast, coat short but a little soft in
texture. A sweet tempered boy excellently presented.
Tortie Point Siamese Adult
BOB - Miller’s GD CH JAKURTZI SPELLCASTER (SIA k) F 22/05/14
Tabby Point Siamese Neuter
BOB - Laffoley’s GD PR CATLANTIC BOUDECIA (SIA g 21) FN 05/11/07
END OF REPORT

